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A RICH COLLECTION OF AUSTRALIAN
HISTORY

The NAA is responsible for collecting, preserving and
making accessible the memory of Australia –
commonwealth records of ‘enduring value’ that reflect
Australia’s history and identity.

The collection contains over 50 million records and is
made up of paper, digital, photographic and audiovisual
items – including the ‘weird and wonderful’ – that chart
Australia’s growth as a democracy. It shows how decisions
of the Australian Government have impacted the political,
social and cultural fabric of Australian life.

Above: From ‘Snapshots of the collection’: 
Friends celebrating Christmas at Bondi Beach, 1959.
NAA: A1500, K4074

PRIMARY SOURCES GALORE

Teachers and students of Years K to 12 will find inspiration
and primary sources galore in NAA’s collection for all
areas of their studies including Humanities and Social

Sciences (HASS), the Visual and Media Arts, Science and
Technology, English and especially Civics & Citizenship
and modern Australian history. This article will connect you
with Australian Curriculum-linked primary source material
from NAA’s collection.

Above: The last camel train used in central Australia
to deliver mail, 1925. NAA: J2879, QTH 153/1

HOW TO USE VRROOM 

VRROOM helps you bring the history of modern Australia
to life for your students and provides them with a rich
resource for their own research. On the VRROOM
homepage, you can search for information using keywords
or you can browse topics such as ‘Arts and Recreation’,
‘People and Society’ and ‘Our Democracy’. 

On the homepage, you can head straight to the classroom
resources link where you will find groupings of primary
sources – currently for Years 5 to 10. Over the coming
months, additional classroom resources will be added for
HASS, Civics & Citizenship and Australia’s democratic
history for Years K to 12.

VRROOM TO THE NATIONAL
ARCHIVES OF AUSTRALIA
Democracy, civics, citizenship: The history of Australia
since 1901 in primary sources

Lisa Keane Elliott 

Lisa Keane Elliott is part of the Learning and Visitor Experience team at the National Archives of Australia (NAA).
She has published papers on her thesis topic – the history of the 16th-century Paris Hôtel-Dieu – and spends her
days delivering education programs on 20th-century Australian democratic and social history to NAA visitors.

http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/snapshots/index.aspx
http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/snapshots/summers-past/index.aspx
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?ID=19137
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/
http://www.naa.gov.au/
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Above: Screenshot from VRROOM classroom
resource: ‘Life. Be in it’ fitness campaign.

The entire VRROOM record can be printed from the
‘Record’ page (top right) by clicking the ‘View printable
record’ link. You can also search NAA’s collection via
recordsearch.naa.gov.au. In addition, you can view, 
print or save the full record featured on VRROOM within
RecordSearch by clicking on the ‘Reference’ link under 
the image.

‘Hints and Tips’ under the ‘Help’ tab helps users get their
research underway. The NAA has developed a series of
fact sheets to help researchers explore the collection.
Subjects include migration and citizenship, family history,
defence and war service records, ‘well-known people’ 
and much more1.

On the landing page for each classroom resource is an
introduction (under the ‘Group’ tab), with ‘Get thinking’
questions and basic instructions on navigating through the
records. We are continually adding the Australian
Curriculum units addressed by the classroom resources
and enabling users to search for resources via a keyword
search for curriculum unit codes.

Within the individual records, the ‘Record’ tab features
image/s of the primary resource and catalogue details
from NAA’s collection database – RecordSearch – and
keywords relating to the record. Click on any of the
keywords to find other related records within VRROOM. 

The ‘About’ tab features contextual information about the
records and learning content to develop users’ historical
understanding and knowledge of key people and events
featured in NAA’s collection.

Above: Screenshot from VRROOM classroom
resource: ‘The legend of Douglas Mawson: Scientific
explorer’.

http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?tab=group&ID=25340
www.recordsearch.naa.gov.au
http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/fact-sheets/index.aspx
www.vrroom.naa.gov.au
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?tab=group&ID=52219
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?tab=group&ID=52219


THE CONSTITUTION, CIVICS AND
CITIZENSHIP

As custodian of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution
Act 1900 (UK), the NAA centres its education programs on
the story of federation, the creation of our constitution and
its role in Australia’s democracy. Supplementary online
content has been developed to tell the story of our
democracy founding documents and examine their impact
on Australian political, social and cultural life.

‘Constitution for a Nation’ was designed to supplement
the onsite galleries in Canberra and is also an engaging
aid for teachers to illustrate Australia’s federation story2.
Primary resources include photographs, political cartoons
and anecdotes about the fathers of federation to make the
story of our democracy accessible for primary school
students. It is particularly suitable for Years 3 and 4 as they
develop their understanding of how a democracy works,
how rules and laws are made and who makes them.

Australian Curriculum links
Year 3 – ACHASSK071
Year 4 – ACHASSK091 and ACHASSK092

Above: From ‘Constitution for a Nation’, Centre page
of the Melbourne Cartoon, featuring Sir Henry Parkes,
3 March 1891, copyright application. 
NAA: AA1786, 4873B

For both primary and secondary school students,
VRROOM is a research portal for exploring their
constitution at work by examining stories of the events and
moments that led to democratic change and the people
who have been impacted by Acts of parliament through
the records such Acts create.

For Years 5 to 7, VRROOM includes a classroom resource
‘Australia becomes a nation’, featuring photographs and
two of Australia’s most important founding documents:
Edmund Barton’s 1891 draft copy of the Australian
Constitution and Queen Victoria’s Royal Commission of
Assent 1900 (UK). Students can investigate the people and
important moments leading to the Inauguration Day of the
Commonwealth of Australia on 1 January 1901. Other
related documents and photographs can be found either
by clicking on keywords or performing a keyword search.

Australian Curriculum links
Year 5 – ACHASSK115
Year 6 – ACHASSK143
Year 7 – ACHASSK193

THE WHITE AUSTRALIA POLICY AND
THE INFAMOUS DICTATION TEST

In VRROOM, investigate the Immigration Restriction Act
1901 and the development of what became known as the
White Australia policy through the people who created,
implemented and were affected by this policy.

Prepare a role-play in the classroom, using the
1927 memo from the Department of Home and Territories
to the Collector of Customs in Fremantle, which outlines
the correct method of applying the dictation test to ensure
it served ‘as an absolute bar to such person’s entry into
Australia’. 

The classroom resource includes examples of dictation
test passages and students can find out what a ‘Certificate
of Exemption from the Dictation Test’ is and who was
eligible to apply for one.

Australian Curriculum links
Year 4 – ACHASSK092
Year 5 – ACHASSK109, ACHASSK117
Year 6 – ACHASSK135, ACHASSK136, ACHASSK146
Year 9 – ACDSEH092
Year 10 – ACDSEH145

A keyword search for ‘dictation test’ will reveal other
related records including the policy for issuing exemption
certificates, more dictation test passages and the stories of
those affected by this government policy. Visit the ‘About’
tab of Shadee Khan’s record, for example, and link to
‘Uncommon Lives’, a series about the lives of Australians
based on the records held in the NAA’s collection3.

Left: Photograph of
camel driver Shadee
Khan, from his
application for
exemption from the
dictation test, 1916.
NAA: E752, 1916/8

MIGRATION AND NEW AUSTRALIANS

Explore Australia’s rich and diverse migration history since
1901 with classroom resources such as ‘Who were the
people who came to Australia?’, ‘Australian migration
1901–18’ and ‘A wave of post-war migrants’, which
introduce students to government policies, migration
schemes and individual migrant stories4.
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http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/explore/federation/constitution-website/index.html
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHASSK071
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHASSK091
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHASSK092
http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/explore/federation/constitution-website/stories/quick-steps/pods/federation-is-put-aside/index.html
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?tab=group&ID=18981
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHASSK115
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHASSK143
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHASSK193
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?tab=group&ID=25512
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?ID=25257
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHASSK092
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHASSK109
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHASSK117
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHASSK135
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHASSK136
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHASSK146
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACDSEH092
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACDSEH145
http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/snapshots/uncommon-lives/index.aspx
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?ID=27734


The ‘immigration classroom resources’ page illustrates the
changing identity of Australia in a post-war and post-White
Australia policy world. Use the keyword search to find
other records – you could search by nationality (for
example, using the keywords ‘Chinese’ or ‘European’), or
by using general terms such as ‘migrant’, ‘immigration’
and ‘refugee’. More migrant stories and records can also
be found at ‘Snapshots of the collection’.

Australian Curriculum links
Year 3 – ACHASSK063
Year 5 – ACHASSK109
Year 7 – ACHCK051
Year 8 – ACHCK067
Year 10 – ACDSEH144
Seniors – ACHMH125 and ACHMH208

Left: Pamphlet published 
in 1960 by the Australian
Association for Immigration
Reform. NAA: A446,
1970/75545

Above: From VRROOM: Thousands of children were
born in camps during World War II and came to
Australia under the Displaced Persons migration
scheme, 1947. NAA: A12111, 47/15/11

Above: Photograph from Maudie Kim Kow’s 1920
Certificate of Exemption from the Dictation Test.
NAA: E752, 1920/24

AUSTRALIA AT WAR

Year 9 students investigating the history of World War I and
its impact on Australia will find a wealth of primary sources
in VRROOM’s ‘WWI classroom resources’ created in
conjunction with the learning content on the Discovering
Anzacs website5.

The classroom resources feature records and
photographs from the NAA’s collection relating to
Australia’s involvement in World War I, recruitment and
conscription, Indigenous and Chinese Anzacs, nurses
and, coming soon, repatriation and resettlement
programs.

Australian Curriculum links
Year 9 – ACDSEH096 and ACDSEH097
Year 10 – ACOKFH023 and ACDSEH109
Seniors – ACHMH121 and ACHMH124

The Discovering Anzacs website provides students with
the opportunity to investigate digitised versions of original
World War I service records and build profiles of Anzac
soldiers from their own research or family archives. The
‘Learn’ area includes videos to help students interpret
service records and a school toolkit with education
resources for classroom activities.
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http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHASSK063
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHASSK109
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHCK051
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACHCK067
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACDSEH144
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/senior-secondary-curriculum/humanities-and-social-sciences/modern-history/?unit=Unit+3%3A+Modern+Nations+in+the+20th+century
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/senior-secondary-curriculum/humanities-and-social-sciences/modern-history/?unit=Unit+4%3A+The+Modern+World+since+1945
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?ID=99524
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?ID=99524
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?ID=18974
http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/snapshots/chinese-australians/kim-kow.aspx
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/about/world-war-l.aspx
https://discoveringanzacs.naa.gov.au/
https://discoveringanzacs.naa.gov.au/
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACDSEH096
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACDSEH097
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACOKFH023
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACDSEH109
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/senior-secondary-curriculum/humanities-and-social-sciences/modern-history/?unit=Unit+3%3A+Modern+Nations+in+the+20th+century
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/senior-secondary-curriculum/humanities-and-social-sciences/modern-history/?unit=Unit+3%3A+Modern+Nations+in+the+20th+century


Above: From VRROOM: A postcard of wounded
soldiers appealing to civilians to enlist, 1916. 
NAA: A1861, 3606

Year 10 students researching the impact of the Vietnam
War on Australia will find primary sources to get their
research underway on VRROOM with the ‘Australian
involvement in the Vietnam War’ classroom resource.
Keyword searches link to other records, including
audiovisual sources, on the protest movements,
conscientious objectors, conscription, Australian Security
Intelligence Organisation (ASIO) and government
documents.

Australian Curriculum link
ACDSEH146

Year 11 and 12 students investigating the Cold War can
search by keyword or browse by the topic ‘War & Peace’,
which links to records on the Petrov Affair, ASIO
surveillance records and the nuclear threat. 

Australian Curriculum links
Unit 3 – ACHMH147
Unit 4 – ACHMH189 and ACHMH194

Other records relating to modern Australia on VRROOM
provide a useful starting point for senior students,
particularly for Units 3 and 4, to find other records through
RecordSearch and resources on the NAA website. 

Above: From VRROOM: (left) Anti-war protest in front
of Parliament House, Canberra, 1970. NAA: A1200,
L85635 (right) Prime Minister Gough Whitlam at the
Echo Wall by the Temple of Heaven, Beijing, during
his visit to China, 1973. NAA: A6180, 14/11/73/209

OTHER TOPICS IN NAA’S ONLINE
RESOURCES

The NAA also provide classroom resources for geography
and environment subjects, on topics such as Antarctic
exploration and conservation. Year 10 students of ‘The
environment movement (1960s to present)’ can begin their
research with classroom resources on the nuclear testing
at ‘Jabiluka and Maralinga’, and the ‘Franklin and
Gordon River Dams’.

Australian Curriculum link
ACDSEH127

The struggle for Indigenous rights and freedoms in
modern Australia is covered with classroom resources on
‘The 1967 Referendum’. Further related records can be
found within ‘How to change Australia’s Constitution:
Referendums’, which outlines the process of a
referendum through the documents created.

You’ll find documents and photographs of Indigenous
protest and rights groups through ‘Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander land rights’. Meet Indigenous peoples
involved in the rights and freedom movements of modern
Australia by searching for keywords such as ‘Indigenous
history’.

Australian Curriculum links
Year 10 – ACDSEH104, ACDSEH106 and ACDSEH134

Above: From VRROOM: (left) Wimbledon singles
champion Evonne Goolagong, 1972. NAA: A6135,
K27/1/72/17. (right) Indigenous actor and writer
David Gulpilil, 1982. NAA: A6180, 3/2/82/2
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http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?ID=85171
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?tab=group&ID=25242
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?tab=group&ID=25242
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACDSEH146
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/senior-secondary-curriculum/humanities-and-social-sciences/modern-history/?unit=Unit+3%3A+Modern+Nations+in+the+20th+century
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/senior-secondary-curriculum/humanities-and-social-sciences/modern-history/?unit=Unit+4%3A+The+Modern+World+since+1945
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/senior-secondary-curriculum/humanities-and-social-sciences/modern-history/?unit=Unit+4%3a+The+Modern+World+since+1945&cd=ACHMH194#dimension-content
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?ID=25242
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?ID=25242
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?ID=99582
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?tab=group&ID=25453
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?tab=group&ID=19566
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?tab=group&ID=19566
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?tab=group&ID=99218
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?tab=group&ID=99218
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/index.aspx?ID=79536&confirm=Go+ahead
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/index.aspx?ID=79536&confirm=Go+ahead
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACDSEH104
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACDSEH106
http://www.scootle.edu.au/ec/search?accContentId=ACDSEH134
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?ID=19491
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?ID=19491
http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?ID=19483


To uncover primary sources relating to Australia’s rich
cultural heritage across the arts and sciences for Years K
to 12, start with the VRROOM classroom resource,
‘Popular culture: The impact of television’ or click through
to ‘Arts & Recreation’, ‘Place & Space’ and ‘Science &
Technology’ to see Australians being creative, innovative
and recreational.

Above: From VRROOM: Parkes Observatory during
the 1969 moonwalk. NAA: A1200, L84798

THE NAA’S EDUCATION PAGE

Primary and secondary school teachers and students may
also find the following curriculum-linked online education
resources useful. They can all be found on the NAA’s
education page.

• Australia’s Prime Ministers – Investigate the lives,
times and achievements of Australia’s prime ministers
through the NAA’s collection. Suitable for Years 5 to 12. 

• Discovering Anzacs – Explore original World War I
service records using learning resources and videos to
develop your historical inquiry skills. Suitable for Years
9 to 12.

• Constitution for a Nation – Primary sources illustrate
the story of federation and the founding of the
Commonwealth of Australia. Suitable for Years K to 12.

• Documenting a Democracy – View 110 key
documents that tell the story of Australian democracy,
including the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution
Act 1900 (UK). Suitable for Years 6 to 12. 

The education page also includes links to ‘Snapshots of
the collection’ for records that include the creation and
design of Canberra, lighthouse architectural plans and
designs, fashion, photography, popular culture and the
Aussie lifestyle.

The ‘Find of the month’ series within ‘Snapshots’ is a
great source of inspiration for all subjects and all year

levels. It features a wide range of stories including
Australia’s jelly crystals pioneer, the campaign for women’s
suffrage and the birth of the FX Holden.

Above: From ‘Find of the month’: Copyright
application for A Book of Exclusive White Crow
Recipes for Special Occasions, 1923. NAA: A1336,
12110

CONCLUSION

During the temporary relocation of the NAA national office
to Old Parliament House, while the East Block premises is
being renovated, the education team will be developing
new and improved online educational content, especially
for VRROOM, and onsite education programs that will
recommence in 2019. Keep an eye on the NAA website
and on VRROOM for new classroom resources. In the
meantime, we encourage you to explore VRROOM and the
NAA’s online content for guidance and inspiration for the
new school year.

End notes
1 Fact sheets and other useful information to assist you in

searching the collection can be found here:
naa.gov.au/collection/search/.

2 Constitution for a Nation – naa.gov.au/collection/explore/
federation/constitution-website – or via online education
resources naa.gov.au/visit-us/education/resources/
index.

3 Uncommon Lives can also be found via Snapshots of the
collection naa.gov.au/collection/snapshots.

4 VRROOM classroom resources can be found at
vrroom.naa.gov.au/about/ac-history-civics-
citizenship.aspx.

5 World War I learning content and resources can be found
at Discovering Anzacs: naa.gov.au/visit-us/education
/resources/index
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http://vrroom.naa.gov.au/records/?ID=19228
file:///C:/Users/fixit/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/TVB5N6QU/primeministers.naa.gov.au
file:///C:/Users/fixit/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/TVB5N6QU/primeministers.naa.gov.au
file:///C:/Users/fixit/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/TVB5N6QU/discoveringanzacs.naa.gov.au
file:///C:/Users/fixit/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/TVB5N6QU/naa.gov.au/collection/explore/federation/constitution-website
file:///C:/Users/fixit/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/TVB5N6QU/foundingdocs.gov.au
http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/snapshots/
http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/snapshots/
http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/snapshots/find-of-the-month/index.aspx
http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/snapshots/find-of-the-month/index.aspx
http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/snapshots/find-of-the-month/february-2010.aspx
http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/snapshots/find-of-the-month/february-2010.aspx
naa.gov.au/collection/search/
vrroom.naa.gov.au/about/ac-history-civics-citizenship.aspx
vrroom.naa.gov.au/about/ac-history-civics-citizenship.aspx
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